The Encyclopedia of DNA Elements (ENCODE) project is an international consortium of investigators funded to analyze the human genome with the goal of producing a comprehensive catalog of functional elements. The ENCODE Data
BACKGROUND
With the completion of the draft sequence of the human genome in 2003, the ENCODE project (http://www .genome.gov/ENCODE) (1) was initiated as a follow-on project focused on identifying functional elements in the genome using a variety of experimental methods.
ENCODE pilot phase
ENCODE began as a pilot project focusing on 1% of the human genome. Results from this phase of ENCODE were reported in Nature (2) and a special issue of Genome Biology in June 2007 (3) .
Data from this phase are available at UCSC in designated ENCODE 'track groups' within the UCSC browsers for the hg16, hg17 and hg18 human genome assemblies (NCBI Builds 34-36) (4) (5) (6) . The pilot section of the UCSC ENCODE web portal (http://genome.ucsc .edu/ENCODE/pilot.html) supplies information about this phase of ENCODE, and a 'Regions' link on this page (http://genome.ucsc.edu/ENCODE/encode.hg18 .html) provides convenient access to the areas of the genome with ENCODE pilot phase annotations.
ENCODE production (scale-up) phase
In September 2007, the ENCODE project scaled up to production mode, with the goal of generating highthroughput annotations on the full human genome. In addition to the increased scale and data volume, other aspects of the project expanded in an effort to standardize results and facilitate integrative analysis. Significant differences from the pilot phase include:
. To accommodate the increased scale and volume of ENCODE data submissions, the ENCODE project at UCSC was expanded to include a more formal data submission process with substantial automation. The browser and download sites were expanded to include new data types, the capture of additional metadata, and new track organization features (described below).
Related projects
In parallel with the ENCODE project, the modENCODE project (http://www.modencode.org/) (7) aims to similarly study the genomes of two model organisms: worm (Caenorhabditis elegans) and fruitfly (Drosophila melanogaster).
ENCODE DATA AT UCSC
As of September 2009, the ENCODE DCC has processed a full year of production-phase data submissions from the ENCODE data providers, representing four defined data freezes (Nov08, Feb09, Jul09 and Sep09). A total of 341 experiments have been submitted to the DCC, and 207 of these-in 18 browser tracks-have been released to the UCSC public server after quality review. These tracks include chromatin immunoprecipitation experiments for transcription factor binding and histone modification; maps of open chromatin, chromatin interactions, and DNA methylation; transcriptome profiling of whole cell and cellular compartments by RNA-seq and microarray; and identification of transcript ends together with highquality gene annotations. The goal of the initial ENCODE freezes was to provide a comprehensive matrix of experiment results in two common cell lines-K562 leukemia and GM12878 lymphoblastoid (a 1000 genomes deep-sequence sample).
The ENCODE Consortium defined these two cell lines as 'Tier1', required for use by all ENCODE groups. This standardization ensures greater consistency between different tracks. An additional five cell types (HeLaS3, HepG2, NHEK, HUVEC and H1ES) were designated 'Tier2', shared by many groups. Finally, individual labs have registered for use an additional 68 cell types designated 'Tier3'. The full list of cell types in use by ENCODE, with vendor IDs and cell culture protocol documentation, is available from the 'Cell Types' link at the UCSC ENCODE portal (http://genome.ucsc .edu/ENCODE/cellTypes.html).
For each experiment type (ChIP-seq, DNase-seq, etc.), the ENCODE investigators conduct multiple experiments, using different cell lines, tissue samples and (as appropriate) other variables for the experiment type. Transcriptome experiments typically vary the RNA extracts (e.g. polyA+, polyAÀ, total or short) and the subcellular compartment from which the extract was obtained (e.g. nucleus, cytosol, nucleolus or whole cell). Chromatin immunoprecipitation to localize transcription factor binding or regions of histone marks is performed with differing antibodies. ENCODE investigators have registered 59 antibodies with the DCC. Table 1 summarizes the experiments submitted to the ENCODE DCC as of mid-September 2009. See the 'Data submission status spreadsheet' (Supplementary Data S1) for a complete list of submitted experiments with status.
The ENCODE Consortium has made a major effort to standardize experimental methods, analysis strategies and data reporting protocols. During the transition from pilot to production phase, the bulk of ENCODE investigators shifted methodologies from microarray to assays based on short read sequencing technologies including ChIP-seq, DNase-seq, RNA-seq and Methyl-seq. The DCC has In general, we recommend getting familiar with the data graphically in the Genome Browser first, then using the Table Browser to explore the organization of the database and to download subsets of data no larger than a chromosome. For access to full-genome data, it is best to download the data as files from the FTP site. ENCODE tracks are standard tracks in the UCSC genome database; therefore, all tools available at the site can be applied to ENCODE data.
Visualizing data in the genome browser
Whole-genome ENCODE data generated during the ENCODE production phase are loaded into the standard browser track groups in the UCSC genome database (in contrast to pilot phase data, which were placed in ENCODE-specific groups). Nearly all of the ENCODE data can be found in the 'expression' and 'regulation' track groups; a few ENCODE tracks are located in the 'mapping', 'genes' and 'variation' groups. ENCODE tracks are highlighted in the browser track menus by an NHGRI helix logo (Figure 1 ). The 'Release Log' link at the UCSC ENCODE portal (http://genome.ucsc.edu/ENCODE/releaseLog.html) provides access to the list of released ENCODE tracks, along with links to the methods description and configuration for each track. To make the hundreds of ENCODE tracks more manageable for users, we have enhanced the UCSC Genome Browser track configuration to provide more power, flexibility and interactivity. Subtracks can now be individually customized, organized into multiple 'views', and reordered by column sort or by drag-and-drop. We have incorporated a structured metadata display on Genome Browser track details pages and have added a link to facilitate bulk download of data files associated with a track. Figure 2 provides a detailed look at these new features. The 'Views' section near the top of the track configuration page shows the potentially multiple data representations for a single experiment. Efforts have been made to standardize 'views' across similar datasets in ENCODE. Most tracks follow one of two patterns:
(i) Regulatory elements: Peaks (discrete sites) and
Signal (continuous graph of enrichment) (ii) Gene expression: Plus and Minus Signal (coverage graph of reads on forward and reverse strand) and Alignments (short reads aligned to genome)
Below the 'Views' section, configuration pages for ENCODE tracks typically include a matrix of checkboxes that allow the selection of subtracks by experimental variables such as cell type or antibody. Subtracks can also be selected individually from the list of all subtracks displayed at the bottom of the configuration section. The column headers of this section (which include the experimental variables shown in the matrix) define the ordering of subtracks within the track display. The subtrack ordering can be changed by clicking the column headers to reorder by group, or by dragging and dropping individual subtracks in the list. The clickable (. . .) icons expand the display to show the metadata (experiment type and variables, data format and data freeze) for each subtrack. Clicking the 'schema' link for any subtrack listed on the track configuration page displays a full description of the data representation. The database representations and file formats for the peaks and alignments data were designed specifically for ENCODE. Signal views use one of the standard UCSC graphing formats: wiggle, bedGraph or bigWig.
Finally, note the 'restricted until' date for each subtrack, which shows the date when restricted use of the data expires. The data use policy for ENCODE is described in more detail below.
Bulk downloads of data
The DCC provides both raw data (sequence reads and quality scores) and processed data files (alignments, density graphs and peak calls). The raw data from highthroughput sequencing are provided in FASTQ format when feasible. SOLID colorspace sequences and quality are provided in CSFASTA and CSQUAL format.
ENCODE files can be retrieved by web access or anonymous FTP from the UCSC download server. Due to the large size of most ENCODE data sets, FTP retrieval is recommended.
The ENCODE portal includes a Downloads index page (http://genome.ucsc.edu/ENCODE/downloads.html) that provides convenient web access to data files by track. The top-level download area for ENCODE data is at http://hgdownload.cse.ucsc.edu/goldenPath/hg18/ encodeDCC.
For FTP access, connect to the FTP server at 'hgdownload.cse.ucsc.edu', then move to the 'goldenPath/ hg18/encodeDCC' directory. Each of the listed subdirectories contains the data files for an individual ENCODE track (one track for each data type per lab), along with an index.html page listing the data files, metadata describing the experiment, the type, experimental variables, the data format and a data restriction timestamp. An example is shown in Figure 2 .
For convenient access to the ENCODE data in the Genome Browser, a Downloads link is included on the track configuration page below the subtrack selection list.
Data use policy
The following guidelines should be followed when using ENCODE data:
(i) Data users may freely use ENCODE data, but may not, without prior consent, submit publications that use an unpublished ENCODE dataset until nine months following the release of the dataset (see time stamp for release date). 
Outreach and tutorials
Additional informational materials, including free tutorials describing access to the ENCODE data and use of the UCSC Genome Browser, are available from OpenHelix at http://www.openhelix.com/.
FUTURE DIRECTIONS

HG19 (GRCh37) human genome assembly
As of September 2009, all ENCODE results for the production phase of ENCODE have been reported on the hg18 (NCBI Build 36) genome assembly. The ENCODE Consortium plans to migrate to the newer human genome assembly in late 2009 or early 2010. As part of the migration, the DCC will convert the coordinates on annotations produced in the initial years of the project to the new assembly.
Mouse genome
The ENCODE project plans to expand to include the study of the Mus musculus genome beginning in late 2009.
